Perform the following to the best of your ability.

**Scales:**
1. *Play a two octave minor pentatonic scale in any position.*
   - Tempo 8\(^{th}\) note = 60 BPM
2. *Play a two octave major scale in any position.*
   - Tempo 8\(^{th}\) note = 60 BPM

**Chords:**
Form basic barre chords (major and minor) with roots on the sixth and fifth strings. Be able to name them from their respective roots.

**Rhythm Guitar:**
Play a 12 bar blues with straight 8\(^{th}\) and shuffle feel in the key of A or G.

**Lead Guitar:**
Play over a G or A blues progression using minor pentatonic and/or blues scale.

**Reading:**
Play the following reading example on any note of your ability (exercise is on second page).
*Tempo:* Quarter note = 70 BPM